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RICARDO

PADRON

Mapping Plus Ultra:
Cartography, Space,
and Hispanic Modernity
IN HIS SEMINAL WORK,

The Production of Space, Henri Lefebvre de-

scribes a period spanning from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries in which
a common spatial code served to organize western European culture. As his title
implies, "space," for Lefebvre, is not a natural given, but something "produced" in
and through the conceptual, perceptual, and practical activity of human beings.
In its own production of space, the modern West has given determinative power
over many aspects of life to space as it is conceived geometrically, and has done so
at the expense of space as it is perceived or lived. Modernity naturalizes geometric,
optical, isotropic space as a fundamental epistemological category, and thereby
gives undue authority to the abstractions of the mapmaker, the surveyor, the planner, the architect, and the like. Traditional "representational spaces"-spaces as
they are perceived-such as the hearth or the geography of the sacred, are correspondingly stripped of their authority. In this order of abstraction, everything
comes to be understood as either a location or an object within this space, and
thereby becomes amenable to systematic understanding, commodification, appropriation, or subordination by a viewing subject.
The cartography that emerged from the so-called cartographic revolution of
the fifteenth through eighteenth centuries makes a powerful contribution to this
central characteristic of modernity.' Its importance can be understood through a
brief comparison between two maps, one medieval and the other early modern.2
Medieval mapmaking is perhaps best known for its mappaemundi,the traditional
depictions of the known world that graced the walls of cathedrals and the pages of
illuminated manuscripts. This is the cartography of ecclesiastical mapmakers more
interested in orienting the soul toward heaven than in directing the body through
the physical world.3 As such, it is predicated upon a spatial armature that is best
understood as a strategy for symbolizing the world rather than for representing it.
That armature is best glimpsed in an incunabular printing of one of the earliest
known examples from this tradition, the mappamundithat accompanies a 1472 edition of the Etymologiaof Saint Isidore of Seville (fig. 1). It depicts the known world,
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FIGURE

1. Mappaemundifrom the Etymologiaof Saint Isidore of Seville (Augsburg,
1472). This image from an incunabular edition of Isidore's seventhcentury text constitutes the first printed European map. It figures
the orbisterrarumas a tripartite disk surrounded by water. Courtesy
of the Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress.

or orbisterrarum,as a tripartite disk surrounded by a circumnavigant ocean. Its two
"O" of the ocean and the "T" of the bodies of
basic graphic components-the
water that separate the world's parts-form a monogram of the thing it figures, the
orbis terrarum.This symbol, furthermore, associates each of the three parts of the
world-Europe, Asia, and Africa-with the son of Noah responsible for repopulating it after the biblical flood. Other maps in this tradition place Jerusalem at the
center of the world, or transform the central cruciform shape into the body of
Christ. In all of these ways, these maps reveal the shared characteristic most important to us here: they rationalize space according to cultural priorities unique to
medieval Christendom, priorities that emphasize the historico-theological meaning
of the world at the expense of its physical appearance.4
Mapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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FIGURE

2. Mappaemundifrom Ptolemy's Geographia(Strasbourg, 1513).
Coordinates of latitude and longitude frame the image of
the known world. Courtesy of the Albert and Shirley Small
Special Collections Library, University of Virginia Library.

By 1500, the old mappaemundihad come to be replaced, among the learned at
least, by a new type of map derived from Ptolemy's Geographia,which had been
reintroduced to western Europe early in the fifteenth century. The map of the
known world from a 1513 edition of Ptolemy can serve to summarize some of the
changes introduced by this new cartography (fig. 2). For our purposes, the map's
grid of latitude and longitude constitutes its most significant characteristic. Here,
geometry, not a pseudosymbolic form, provides the map with its basic spatial armature. That geometry allows the mapmaker to do something that his or her medieval
counterpart could not readily do. That is, he or she can model, with an accuracy
that would only grow between 1500 and 1800, the relationships of objects and locations on the surface of the Earth, conceived as a geometric grid. That geometric
armature, moreover, in itself inscribes something that we cannot readily identify
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on the medieval mappaemundi,an empty space that is entirely distinct from a "blank
spot." That space is not merely the blankness produced by ignorance of an undiscovered geographical or hydrographical feature-a "negative emptiness"but the abstract space into which geographies and hydrographies are plotted-a
"positive" emptiness. It subtends the entire surface of the map, but its "positive
emptiness"-its substantial independence from the objects and locations it serves
to plot-only becomes visible when we realize that it logically extends far beyond
the borders of the image. It extends into that vast part of the spherical Earth that
is not represented here, but whose existence is presupposed by the geometry of
the grid.
With this new cartography, it has been argued, geometric space-abstract and
to be deployed for the first time in western culture.5 The
homogeneous-came
consequences of this development were felt by Europeans and non-Europeans alike,
especially as the universalist claims of the new, abstract spatiality empowered modern, western European culture at the expense of premodern others. The cartographic rationalization of space, writes historian of cartography David Woodward,
allowed for the idea of a world "over which systematic dominance was possible,
and provided a powerful framework for political expansion and control."6 That
framework, Walter Mignolo has added, combined the appearance of ideological
transparency with an unacknowledged political function. The gridded spaces of
Renaissance maps established themselves, among Europeans of course, as the only
true and accurate way of representing territory,thereby stripping Amerindian territorial imaginations of their authority to do likewise, and contributing powerfully
to the deterritorialization of Amerindians.7 A modernity at once scientific and imperialistic thus finds one of its origins in the twin phenomena of Renaissance cartography and the European invention of America.
This paper responds to these and other similar accounts of the cartographic
revolution and the history of western spatiality by examining anew this transformation in European mapmaking, specifically as it intersects with the beginnings of
European colonialism in the extra-European world. It argues that the order of abstraction ushered in by Renaissance humanism-however central it may have become for a modernity that can be said, in many ways, to begin in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries-has relatively little to do with the spatial imagination of the
earliest European colonial powers. Like the owl of Minerva, the abstractions of
geometry fly, if not at dusk, then certainly at high noon, only after the Spaniards
have established themselves in the West Indies and the Portuguese in the East. Their
early efforts at discovering, conquering, and mapping a world beyond the Pillars
of Hercules are informed by a very different spatial imagination. Here, I turn to
some of the documents from the Spanish experience during this earlier colonial
period, roughly 1492-1580, in order to outline the nature of this spatial imagination, and to specify how it supported a culture of expansion.

Mapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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Emergent Space and Dominant Space
We are wrong to hastily assimilate Spanish cartography and its imperialistic commitments to the history of cartography and spatiality outlined above.
Certainly, Iberia spearheaded certain developments in the European cartographic
revolution, and pursued cartographic projects on a scale unimagined in the rest of
Europe. As Portugal and Castile first expanded into the East and West Indies, they
transformed late medieval maritime charts into precursors of the modern map,
complete with scales of latitude and longitude. Their governments founded institutions that supervised this transformation, developing the most accurate and detailed maps of the world available to Europe during the first half of the sixteenth
century. These developments reached their apogee in the reign of Philip II (15561598), a king passionately interested in geography and cartography as instruments
of government. The old institution governing maritime cartography, Seville's
House of Trade, acquired new institutional cousins charged with geographical
mapping in both Spain and America. A survey of the Iberian Peninsula was carried
out, producing the most accurate atlas of Spain to date. Questionnaires were distributed to local governing officials in both Spain and the Indies, in an attempt to
assemble geographical information of all kinds, as well as the data necessary to
construct an accurate scale map of the Crown's possessions. An academy was
founded in Madrid, meant to marshal the best of Iberia's technical expertise for
the service of the Crown. Truly, this was an empire that, like the one inJorge Luis
Borges's parable "Del rigor en la ciencia," understood the cartographic rationalization of space to be a crucial component of the exercise of power.
But does this record of aggressive cartographic enterprise allow us to conclude
that Spain must have fully participated in the cultural transformation described
earlier? I argue that it does not. Despite the fervent efforts of the Spanish Hapsburgs
to map their domains, it would be hasty to conclude that the cartographic revolution took root in Hispanic culture in such a way as to support the broad transformation of its "spatiality" in the manner described earlier. Some anecdotal evidence
leads us to question the extent to which that transformation extended beyond the
world of the technical practitioners at Philip's disposal. First, exceedingly few Spanish maps from this period seem to have made it into print. The reasons for this are
unclear, but its consequences are easy to imagine. Maps must have continued to be
relatively rare artifacts, found primarily in certain social and institutional circles-their use was indispensable.8 Without
among navigators, for example-where
affordable, readily available printed maps to support the development of cartographic literacy, it is hard to imagine how a revolution in spatiality based on scientific mapping could be generalized. Second, whatever maps were produced in Spain
did not keep apace with some of the most important cartographic innovations of
the time. For example, cosmographers at Seville's Casa de la Contrataci6n in
charge of supervising maritime and overseas cartography were slow to adopt the
32
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crucial projection developed by Gerhard Mercator in the Protestant north. Finally,
as Agustin Hernando points out, map production in Spain seems to have suffered
a quantitative decline over the course of the seventeenth century. By century's end,
Spanish intellectuals lamented that maps produced abroad were superior to Spanish maps in every way.9 The geographer Sebastian Fernandez de Medrano refers
to geography as a science belonging not to Spaniards, but to foreigners. "Tanto los
Principes, como sus subditos, politicos, y militares," he writes, "estan siempre sobre
las Cartas," by contrast with their counterparts in Spain, who rarely used maps.
His book, he explains, is meant to advance the sort of cartographic literacy typical
of these countries, but so lacking in his own.10 Philip II seems to have planted seeds
that did not take root, or that withered shortly after flowering.
The philological evidence tells a more striking tale about the extent of the spatial revolution in early modern Spain. It has been argued that the various Latin
derivatives of the Latin spatiumenter into general circulation only in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, and that this linguistic change is a measure of the increasing importance of abstract space in European culture." In Spanish, the
eighteenth-century Diccionariode Autoridadesregisters an entry for espaciothat supports this contention. It defines espacioprimarily as an abstract expanse, a definition
consistent with the sort of space that structures the gridded maps of the Renaissance. That definition, moreover, specifically attaches the general notion of espacio
to the two-dimensional space of modern cartography: "ESPACIO. f. m. Capacidad, anchura, longitud 6 latitud de terreno, lugar, sitio, u campo. Es tomado del
Latino Spatium,que significa esto mismo."'2 When we search for the word in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spanish texts, we find that espaciois used in this
sense precisely where we would expect to find it, in the work of technically minded
professionals actively involved in either theoretical or applied cosmography. For
example, when such writers define such words as zoneor climate,we find espacioused
to refer to a two-dimensional expanse:
Es de notar que las seys lineas o siete espacios,que imaginamos en esta quarta habitable,
no son igualesen Latitud,ni en Longitudunos con otros.... Y contrariamenteen la Region
donde en mucho spacio de tierrase variareo hubierapoca diferenciaen el tiempo, alli un
clima comprehenderamayorspacio de tierra ... 13
Ansi que se define el Clima ser un espacio de la Tierra, puesto entre dos Paralelos...

14

Estas Zonas por la misma orden que dividen y cifien el cielo, dividen y cinen tambien la
tierraen otras cinco partescorrespondentesderechamentea cada una de las divisionesque
las dichas Zonas, o Parallelosestan situadosen el cielo, asi como una figura que en si es
grande, toda ella se representaen muy mas pequefio cerco de un espejo ... desta manera
e la tierra (muy mas pequefia que el cielo) se representan otros tantos espacios .. .

15

Clima es lo mismo que plaga, o region,y este es un espaciode tierra,la qual se incluyeentre
dos paralelos ...

16
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Zona es todo el espacioque se comprehendeentre dos paralelos,y de estasse haze mencion
de solas cinco, que son las siguientes ...

17

Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century texts written by Spaniards who were not
"cosmographers" of any kind, however, almost never exhibit this usage of the word
espacio.Even in highly literate forms of early modern Spanish, espaciowas much
more likely to be used, as it had been for many years, to refer to time rather than
space, in a manner similar to the modern despacio.The examples of this temporal
definition in early modern Spanish usage are legion. It constitutes, for example,
the most common sense of the word in Fernando de Rojas's classic, La Celestina
(1499-1502):
iQue spacio lleva la barbuda;menos sosiego trayansus pies a la venida!'8
Da, sefior,alivio al coracon,que en poco spaciode tiempo no cabe gran bienaventuranca.19
0 spaciosorelox, ain te vea yo arderen bivo huego de amor.20
A century later, Sebastian de Covarrubias's Tesorode la lenguacastellanao espanola
(1611) registers only a vague spatial definition for espacio,one that simply reduces
it to a synonym ofplace, and then quickly moves on to the temporal definition of the
word: "ESPACIO. Del nombre latino SPATIUM, capedo,intervallum;vale lugar.
Mucho espacio, poco espacio. 2. Tambien simplifica el intervalo de tiempo, y decimos por espaciode tiempo de tantas horas, etc."21 Even later, the Diccionariode
Autoridadescontinues to recognize this temporal usage. It cites St. Teresa of Avila's
Vida (1565): "Bien la puede representar delante de su imaginacion, y estarla mirando alguin espacio,"as well as Juan de Mariana's Historia de Espana (1616): "Una
sequedad de la tierra y del aire, que continu6 por espaciode veinte y seis afios." We
could also mention an example from Pedro Calder6n's El gran teatrodel mundo(ca.
1634), which is fascinating in the way it clings to the temporal definition of the
word even as the speaker invokes an optical regime that should, it seems, involve
the emergent usage of the term:
Viendoestoymis imperiosdilatados
mi majestad,mi gloria,mi grandeza,
en cuyavariadanaturaleza
perfeccion6de espaciosuscuidados.22
When espaciowas used to refer to space, it most commonly clung to the onedimensional, linear quality suggested by its temporal usage. This is true even in
cosmographical texts. For Geronimo de Girava, a Spanish resident of Milan and
author of various, mostly derivative works on cosmography, espaciois more often
synonymous with distancerather than area. He explains, for example, how the ancients traveled the distance between two places of known latitude and longitude
and then "medieron el espacio de la Tierra que habian andado."23In literary texts
as well, it is the one-dimensional, linear usage that appears rather than the two34
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dimensional, planar sense. The usage in the second passage from La Celestinacited
above, "poco spacio de tiempo," treats a temporal extension as if it were a space
in which things do or do not fit. Later, in the same text, we read: "No aprenden los
cursos naturales a rodearse sin orden, que a todos es un ygual curso, a todos un
mesmo espacio para muerte y vida, un limitado termino a los secretos movimientos
del alto firmamento celestial, de los planetas y norte, de los crecimientos y mengua
de la menstrua luna."24Here, the space through which bodies celestial and terrestrial move is a course, a linear progress from birth to death.
Other texts allow us to multiply the pertinent examples. In Francisco L6pez de
Gomara's Historia generalde las Indias (1552) we read: "Del rio de Palmas al rio
Panuco hay mas de treinta leguas. Queda en este espacio Almeria."25 In Juan de
Escalante's Itinerariode navegacion(1575); it is asked, "jPorque en tan poco espacio
de camino como es este, he visto discordar a muchas personas ... ?,"26 In Part II
of Alonso de Ercilla's La Araucana(1578), the two senses of espacioas "a length of
time" and "a distance in space" are made to coincide in a fascinating rhetorical
figure:
Vueltoa la historia,digo que marchaba
nuestroordenadocampode manera
que granespacioen brevese alejaba
del Talcaguanoterminoy ribera.27
In Don Quixote(1605), we read how one character rides to meet his companion:
"Que un buen espacio de alli le estaba aguardando."28Curiously, even the examples
that Autoridadesuses to support its spatial definition of espaciorefer to this linear
imagination, rather than to the planar one that it pretends to identify in them. The
dictionary cites Fernando de Herrera's Anotaciones(1580): "Dividen los Pyreneos a
Francia de Espafia, cortandola por espaciode casi ochenta leguas, del mar Mediterraneo al Oceano Galico." It also cites Pedro de Espinel's Vidadel escuderoMarcos de
Obregdn(1618): "El espacioera poco, y en un instante corriendo nos pusimos en
sus casas."
To recapitulate, only a small minority of early modern Spaniards seem to have
used espacioto refer to a planar extension. For most Spaniards of this period, espacio
continued to refer primarily to time, and secondarily to one-dimensional space,
that is, distance. This brief philological discussion thus supports the conclusion suggested by the anecdotal evidence. The early modern revolution in mapping and
spatiality should be treated as an emergent trend located in a particular sector of the
culture-a class of technical specialists-rather than as a widespread phenomenon
involving the culture as a whole.29 If linguistic usage is any indicator of the way
space was conceptualized, it was more common in early modern Spain to imagine
space in linear, unidimensional terms rather than bidimensional, planar terms.30
But how does this unidimensional spatiality manifest itself? What kind of text can
be said to imagine space as a line, rather than a plane? To answer this question, we
Mapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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must turn to a variety of texts, both discursive and cartographic, typical of this
spatiality that the cartographic revolution eventually consigned to the margins of
the imagination of the west.

Beyond the Grid: Unidimensional Maps
The book written by Marco Polo in collaboration with the romance
writer Rustichello da Pisa is usually thought of as a travel narrative. In fact, The
Travelsis the title given to at least one of its various English translations. Its original
title, however, suggests that the book is something else. Divissamentdumondesuggests
a descriptive, geographic piece, rather than a travel narrative. Why this change in
title and, presumably, in genre? His book does indeed engage in a great deal of
description, particularly of the cities and provinces of Asia, but it links these descriptions together by making reference to the routes one would travel to get from one
to the other. Thus we read, "Afterleaving the Province of which I have been speaking you come to a great Desert. In fact you ride for two days and a half continually
down hill. On all this descent there is nothing worthy of mention except only there
is a large place there where occasionally a great market is held ... After you have
ridden those two days and a half down hill, you find yourself in a province towards
the south which is pretty near to India, and this province is called Amien."31 In
this, Polo's book resembles other texts that circulated in late medieval and early
modern Spain. They include the Itinerarioof Ludovico Varthema (1510), the ItinerariumofJohn Mandeville (1496), the Andanfase viajesof Pero Tafur (ca. 1436-1439),
and the anonymous Librodel conoscimiento
(ca. 1450). It also resembles geographical
descriptions that appeared in a number of conquest chronicles, including the Suma
degeografiaof Fernandez de Enciso (1519), the Historiageneraly naturalde las Indias,
Parts II and III, of Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo (ca. 1544), and the Historiageneral
de las Indias of Francisco L6pez de G6mara (1552).
Marco Polo's book has a cartographic analogue in the itinerary map. Cartographic representation, obviously, involves a number of choices on the part of the
mapmaker. He or she must decide which aspects of the territory to include, which
to exclude, and how to handle the selected material. The maker of an itinerary map
selects, from the many and varied aspects of the territory he or she wants to figure,
privileged destinations and the routes that connect them as his or her chosen objects
of representation. All other aspects of the territory-its general topography, predominant kinds of vegetation, its aridity or humidity-are excluded. In making a
map like the Peutinger Tabula, the mapmaker then decides to treat the network of
routes in a schematic fashion that facilitates its use, at the expense of sacrificing
geographical realism. The result is something like a modern subway map, which
suits perfectly the purpose of getting around on the subway, even though it does
not accurately map the territory as a whole (fig. 3). The spatial relationships among
36
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FIGURE4.
Map from
the Relaci4nGeograjicaof
Tecuicuilco (1580). The
towns of the region are
depicted as stopping
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of linear routes.
Courtesy of the Benson
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Collection, Universitya
of Texas at Austin.
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locations on the map are true only insofar as they reproduce the sequence of those
locations along a route of travel, not their relative locations on a plane. One cannot
use the itinerary map to bushwack across the territory, only to move along its
routes.
Thus, although the itinerary map figures routes of travel and possible destinations as a two-dimensional network spread out over a cartographic surface, its twodimensionality does not mean the same thing as that of the gridded map. The blank
spaces of the itinerary map are empty in a way that the blank spaces of the gridded
map are not. As we saw earlier, the blank spaces of the gridded map may be bereft
of geographical objects, but they nonetheless speak of the plenitude of Euclidean
space. They do not represent the parts of the map's surface that are left over once
the territory has been drawn, but the portions of the cartographic grid that have yet
to be filled. The empty spaces of the itinerary map, by contrast, represent nothing as
substantial as this. Like the spaces that separate one letter from another or one word
from another in writing, they are simply the portions of the space of representation
that are not inscribed upon. They provide the "spacing effects" that are necessary
for the inscription to be legible, but lacking any geometric basis, they do not provide
a spatial framework into which one can plot new locations. Certainly, one can add
38
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a road to the itinerary map, thereby cutting through this space and connecting
locations that were not previously attached. In doing so, however, one is merely
writing over one of the leftover bits of the original blankness, not plotting locations
into a coordinate grid.
Such maps abounded in the early modern period. Some of them served as raw
material for the fabrication of gridded maps. These will not concern us here. Others, including several examples from the history of the Encounter, seem to have
been meant to serve as final products. Barbara E. Mundy discusses a number of
such maps, drawn by Spanish colonial officials in New Spain in response to the
questionnaires about the natural and moral history of the Indies distributed byJuan
L6pez de Velasco. Mundy has no interest in deprecating these mapmakers, but
she clearly understands the frustrations that their maps must have caused for the
cosmographer who requested them. In her words, the colonists' maps "lacked the
rational, repeatable principles that L6pez de Velasco felt should underlie theirand all-maps."32 Rather than draw maps according to geometric principles, the
colonists drew itinerary maps.33Among these are the maps that accompanied the
RelacidnGeograficaof Tecuicuilco (1580) and the Relacion Geograficaof AltatlaucaMalinaltepec (1580) (figs. 4 and 5). In each, a route through the territory provides
Mapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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6. Map of a portion of New Spain. Pedro Cortes (ca. 1550-1560).
New Spain, northwest of the Viceregal capital, as a series of
towns along a route of travel. Espafia. Ministerio de Educaci6n,
Cultura y Deporte. Archivo General de Indias. MP Mexico, 8.
Disefio o apunte de parte de la Nueva Espaia, desde Mexico
hacia la Nueva Galicia, 1550-1560.
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FIGURE

7. Map of Chile (top) and detail (bottom) (1610). Chilean geography as a
linear succession of mountains tying the theater of war in the south
(top right) to administrative centers in the north (top left). Espafa.
Ministerio de Educaci6n, Cultura y Deporte. Archivo General de
Indias. MP Peruiy Chile, 172. Mapa del reino de Chile, 1610.

the basic spatial structure of the map. Places appear as stopping places along this
route, rather than as locations in a Euclidean plane.
The itinerary maps that Mundy cites are by no means isolated examples. She
herself indicates that the colonists may have found the inspiration for their own
itinerary maps in printed itinerary maps with which they may have been familiar.34
The corpus of colonial Spanish cartography, furthermore, provides other examples
of itinerary maps from both before and after the period covered by the particular
that she examines. A 1550 map of New Spain drawn by a Pedro
Relacionesgeograficas
Cortes figures the colony's most important centers of population between Mexico
City and New Galicia as stopping places on a route of travel extending northwestwards from the city (fig. 6). A 1610 map of Chile replaces the road with a powerfully
linear, schematic depiction of the Andes Mountains that ties the theater of war, at
the extreme right of the image, to the colonial administrative center of Santiago,
at its extreme left (fig. 7). Of course, not all colonial maps take the form of itinerary
maps. Some, for example, are the products of engineers and cosmographers workMapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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ing in the field, so to speak, and demonstrate the technical sophistication that one
would expect from such professionals. Itinerary maps nonetheless form part of the
corpus, and tell us something about the spatial and cartographic imagination of
the field agents that produced them.
One might protest that travel narratives, itinerary maps, and nautical charts
represent maps of a particular class-so-called way-finding maps-that primarily
serve the purpose of "getting there," rather than of conceptualizing space or figuring geographical knowledge. Such maps are very important to anthropologists,
particularly those interested in the spatial imagination of nonwestern cultures in
which way-finding maps may be the only kind of map in circulation. In the history
of western cartography, way-finding maps, particularly nautical charts, constitute
an important object of study in their own right. Rarely, however, do they impinge
on histories of western spatiality, where the more theoretical cartography of the
learned is left to glitter all on its own. Mignolo, for example, sets aside way-finding
maps in his discussion of early modern European spatiality. As he explains, "These
maps," referring to the nautical charts of the Casa de la Contrataci6n, "do not
conceptualize the Indies so much as the coastlines hitherto unknown to west ern
Europe."35 It seems that one would never confuse practical maps like these-be
they sixteenth-century nautical charts, contemporary maps of subway systems, or
the sketch maps that our friends provide us so that we can get to their homeswith maps of a more scientific nature. The scale map and its spatiality serve as
synecdoches for the cartography and the spatiality of the culture as a whole, while
the way-finding map can be consigned to the category of second-order cartographic
products, and therefore left abandoned by any further discussion of spatiality.36
This kind of approach imposes upon the past the cartographic culture of the
present, the very cartographic culture, in fact, that was coming into being during
the early modern period. Medieval mapmaking was a thoroughly heterogeneous
enterprise. Different communities made different kinds of maps for different circumstances. Although these various strands of mapmaking could intersect and even
blend at times, one cannot point to a shared idiom that united these various types
of mapmaking into a unified cartographic science.37 The cartographic revolution
changed this, not just because it introduced geometrically rationalized maps where
before there had been none, but because it established one type of map as the hegemonic kind. It introduced something that the Middle Ages lacked, a cartographic
idiom consciously asserted as a flexible means of mapping the surface of the earth
at any scale, from the largest to the smallest. It was an idiom that had at its disposal
crucial technologies of reproduction and dissemination that were not available before, as well as increasing institutional support from governments, universities, and
the like. These factors combined to guarantee that the cartography of the learned
could extend out from its original social location among Renaissance humanists
into other sectors of the culture in a way that no individual type of medieval map
could.38The resultant hegemony of the gridded map came to be reflected by linguis42
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tic usage. During the sixteenth century derivatives of the Latin word mappabegan
to circulate widely for the first time, and they came to be associated specifically with
the geometrical techniques of Renaissance cartography. Just as it defined espacio
primarily as the two-dimensional space of modern cartography, the Diccionariode
Autoridadesdefines mapa in terms that clearly associate it with the geometry of the
gridded map:
MAPA. f. amb. La descripci6ngeographicade la tierra,que regularmentese hace en papel
6 lienzo, en que se ponen los lugares,mares, rios, montafias,otras cosas notables,con las
distanciasproporcionadas,segun el pitipie que se elige, sefialandolos gradosde longitfidy
latitid que ocupa el Pais que se describe,para conocimiento del parage 6 lugar que cada
cosa destasocupa en la tierra.39
One of the examples cited in support of this definition, taken from Christoval de
Fonseca's Vidade Christo(1601), specifically mentions a cosmographer as the maker
of a map: "Quando un Cosm6grapho saca un mapa general de Espafia, 6 de todo
el mundo, pone alli las principales cosas del." Here, then, we see institutionalized
an association of mapping with geometry and the correct potrayal of the surface
of the Earth that would remain all but unchallenged until recent years. It is an
association that leads English users to refer to their own itinerary maps-the sort
of thing one draws so that a friend can find one's house-as a "sketch-map," and
Spanish speakers to use the term croquis.Both usages acknowledge the hegemony
of a scientific cartography, a type of mapmaking that lays sole claim to the production of "real" maps.
Lately,J. Brian Harley has proposed a new definition: "Maps are graphic representations that facilitate a spatial understanding of things, concepts, conditions,
processes, or events in the human world."40Two things have disappeared from this
definition: 1) specific mention of the particular cartographic idiom that has domiand 2) spenated western cartography since the rediscovery of Ptolemy's Geography;
cific mention of the surface of the Earth as the referent of the map. The word "map"
has thus been cut free from its association with a particular type of mapmaking
that has been hegemonic in a particular culture at a particular time, and has been
opened up to include "maps" of many different kinds, from many different places
and times. The new definition acknowledges that cartographic idioms, both in their
referents and in their figurative strategies, are culturally and historically contingent, and that they share only two characteristics, that of being "graphic" and that
of being "spatial." These terms, furthermore, are left unspecified, allowing us to
include graphic representation of different kinds, that embody different forms of
"spatiality."
This new openness in the definition of the map has been crucial for those historians interested in the spatial and territorial elements of the history of the Encounter. Older definitions of the map tended to recognize only western, scientific maps
as "true" representations of territory, and consigned alternative cartographiesspecifically nonwestern ones-to an exotic fringe. Mignolo, in his own attempts to
Mapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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free historical discourse from the hegemony of the gridded map, tries to undermine
this bias by proposing that we speak, not of "maps," but of "territorial representations." Like Harley's definition, this category is open to different determinations of
what constitutes a "territory" and how it can be rendered in graphic form. It is
meant to be inclusive, and to place such artifacts as Mexican pinturas on a level
playing field with European maps. In this way, the story ofterritorialization so central to the history of the 1492 Encounter comes to be understood as a confrontation
between different, incommensurable territorial imaginations, each one expressed
in its own graphic idiom, rather than as the substitution of primitive mapping with
scientific cartography.41I believe that we should now refine this argument by replacing its binary opposition of Amerindian and European territorial imaginations
with a tertiary one that recognizes change and diversity in the European side of
the equation. The Encounter does not stage a clash between an Amerindian, ethnic
rationalization of space and a European, geometric rationalization, but between
an Amerindian imagination (I will leave it to others, better prepared to do so than
I, to question the validity of the singular here) and a European imagination caught
in a process of transformation from one stage to another.
In order to flesh out this tertiary opposition, we need to flesh out how the linear,
unidimensional spatiality of early modern espacio,of travel narrative, of itinerary
maps, and of nautical charts constitutes a "spatiality" comparable to the planar
espacioof the gridded map. Let us return for a moment to Marco Polo. John Larner
points out that "anyone who approaches the work [the book of Marco Polo] looking
for a tale of heroic exploration is going to be badly disappointed. Nothing is more
striking here than Marco's silence about the difficulties and dangers he must have
faced or about the character of the journeys he made."42 Later, he argues that
"These supposed itineraries, alas, are fantasies . . . this is clearly not the route of
the Polos through Asia; it is an organizational device, the route along which Marco
and Rustichello lead their readers from west to east and back from east to west, the
route through the Book."43Finally, Larner asserts that the text is not really travel
narrative at all, but "simply and essentially a work of geography."44I agree that the
purpose of Polo's book is primarily geographical exposition-not travel narrative
in our sense-but I do not think that this interpretation requires us to reduce Polo's
use of the itinerary to the status of a mere "organizational device." That skeletal
travel narrative, like any skeleton, may be bare-bones, but it is not superficial. Consider the following example:
Now, we will quit this country.I shall not, however,now go on to tell you about India;but
when time and place shall suit we shall come round from the north and tell you about it.
Forthe present,let us returnby anotherroadto the aforesaidcity of Kerman,forwe cannot
get at those countriesthat I wish to tell you about except throughthat city.... On the road
by which we returnfromHormos to Kermanyou meet with some very fine plains, and you
also find many naturalhot baths.... Now, then, I am going to tell you about the countries
towardsthe north, of which you shall hear in regularorder.45
44
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Why should the narrator need to backtrack to a city previously described in order
to push his description forward? Why not simply describe the next place, whether
it be to the north or the south? While Marco Polo's text may not tell of the hazards
and impressions of the journey, it does not entirely forget the limitations of the fleshand-blood traveler. The result is something richer than what Larner identifies. This
is not just geography organized as a textual itinerary, but geography organized as
ajourney, as a linear movement through space organized as a route of travel, albeit
a fictive one. By reminding us, at this point, that we need to backtrack to a particular node in a network if we wish to move in a certain direction, the discourse invites
us to relate to the territory from a particular point of view. It interpelates the reader,
not as an onlooker looking down on the territory from a height, as in a map, but
as a traveler, moving through that territory, place by place, along routes.
The difference between this point of view and that of the Renaissance map
could not be more dramatic. It has been said that the change wrought in European
cartography by the Renaissance cartographic revolution is best understood, not as
an extension of European horizons, but as an elevation of the point of view from
which an implied, European observer views the world. The modern map does not
just grid the world, it puts it on display for consumption by an onlooker who has
been abstracted from the world he or she inhabits, who has been raised to a comto frame
manding height.46 Hence the tendency of many Renaissance mappaemundi
the world with clouds, or heads representing the various winds. Such devices have
the effect of opposing the terraqueous
globe and the map reader as an object in space,
at
and a privileged onlooker gazing it from above. They give explicit iconographic
form to the optical regime implicit in any gridded map (fig. 8). Polo's insistence
upon the "reality" of his route of travel, inscribed in this reminder of the limitations
felt by bodies moving across space, brings the reader down to earth. It reminds him
that the text he is reading constitutes a tour through a territory, not a figure of it to
be perceived from a Mennipean height.
We are mistaken, furthermore, if we consign this way of rationalizing space to
the margins of the culture, and save the center for "real" maps, of whatever kind,
that do not depend on travel for their organizational strategy. Polo and the other
"travel" writers I mentioned, the authors of our colonial itinerary maps, may in
fact be heirs to a spatial imagination long established in the culture of the Mediterranean, and recently rediscovered by the Italian classicist PietroJanni. In La mappa
e ilperiplo,Janni has thought to contradict the established wisdom about cartography in the ancient Mediterranean world. Very few ancient maps have survived to
our day, requiring us to infer what they must have been like from texts of other
kinds, such as discursive geographies and historiography. Janni argues that the inferences made from these texts by his fellow classicists have been fundamentally
misguided. That scholarship tends, for example, to infer that lengthy geographical
descriptions, like those of Strabo or Pomponius Mela, would have come accompanied by maps, or at least that they demonstrate a certain amount of cartographic
Mapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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from the Theatrumorb'strau of Abraham Ortelius (An
Typusorbisterrarum
Clouds surroundthe image of the globe, as they do in many Renaissancema
Courtesyof the Albert and Shirley Small Special Collections Library,Unive

literacy in the culture that produced and consumed them. It also tends to translate
words that refer to different kinds of geographical descriptions as map or chart,and
thereby reach generous conclusions about map-use in antiquity. Janni argues that
these inferences ignore the many crucial stumbling blocks presented by geographical language itself, and thereby mistakenly project onto antiquity a sort of cartographic culture that it did not have. Strabo, for example, uses a language of movement and orientation in his descriptions that do not easily translate into
cartographic form. Janni thus advocates a more conservative treatment of classical
geographical discourse, one that leads to a very different assessment of "ancient
cartography." Map-use, he argues, was not widespread in antiquity, and neither
was the tendency to imagine the world through the two-dimensional spatiality of
the map. The predominant spatial imagination of the Greco-Roman world was
actually quite different from that of the modern west, in that it tended to imagine
the world through the unidimensional spatiality of the itinerary or periplus,rather
than the two-dimensional one of the map. The ancients, in this sense, can be considered a precartographic, or noncartographic culture.47
Whether or not Janni is right about the ancients, the sort of spatiality he is
describing is clearly in evidence in early modern Spain, and well into the sixteenth
century. Consider the following passage from Fernando Colon's Descripcionycosmografia de Espana (1517):
Toledo es cibdad de 18000 vecinos esta en unas cabezas de cerros e valles e entre unas
syerrasen hondo e tiene buenasalcazarescercael rio dicho taxo ... Toledoe fastaburguillos
ay legua e media de cerrose cuestas arribae en saliendo pasamos a taxo por puente que
corre a la mano derechae fastaxofiraay tres leguas e van por burguillose fastamazarambron ay tres leguas de cerrosgrandese cuestase en saliendopasamosel dicho rio que corre
a la mano derecha.48
His text refers to the "tablas" of Spanish geography that he plans to make. Note
that he does not say "mapas," despite the fact that this is clearly what he is referring
to, when he promises that this "tablas" will come complete with graduation "por
grados de longitud y latitud."49 But although his text is supposed to provide the
raw material for such maps, it is difficult to imagine how one could convert the
information provided in this typical passage into cartographic form. Like the passages from Strabo thatJanni discusses, this passage from Colon clings to a language
of movement and orientation that cannot easily be rendered on a map. It locates
Burguillos by tracing a route of travel from the nearby city of Toledo. Although it
provides the length of that route, it specifies its direction, not in the abstract, universal idiom of cardinal directions, but in the local, embodied idiom of physical orientation. The reader, interpelated as a fellow traveler, is told where the landmarks lie,
either on his right or his left. While this information might be perfectly serviceable
to the traveler, who could simply look for the mountains and head in their direction,
it is not entirely useful to the mapmaker. In what direction do these mountains and
this bridge lie? How can one translate this sort of local knowledge into the universal
Mapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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knowledge of a map? Territory here is conceptualized in and through travel, in
ways that resist their representation in the new cartographic language of the gridded map. We can assume that Colon does this-and perhaps that the colonial mapmakers cited above do the same-not because their perception of territory is structured by travel as an individual experience, but because it is structured by travel as
a universal idiom. This is the idiom that serves to figure territory in the absenceof a
and spatial alternative.
fully deployedcartographic
That alternative, however, was in the making. Janni, like other historians, identifies the early modern period as a crucial nexus in the history of space in the West,
but since his interpretation of what came before this period is more radical than
that of others, so his brief mention of early modern mapping has deeper implications. ForJanni, the early modern cartographic revolution does not just bring important changes in the way maps were made: it accomplishes a deeper transformation of the culture from a premodern, precartographic stage to a modern,
cartographic one. With the map comes space itself. And, for him, the map in question is not primarily the gridded map, but another way-finding map, the nautical
chart, especially as it was adapted to suit the needs of astronomical navigation.50
This adaptation was originally the work of Portuguese mapmakers, but they were
soon followed by their Spanish counterparts. The story of the nautical chart thus
leads inevitably to Iberia, and, as we shall see, it complicates the simple opposition
of linear versus planar, premodern versus modern that has governed the discussion
so far.
The European nautical chart has its roots in the late medieval "portolan chart,"
a cartographic technology that came into use in the Mediterranean world along
with the compass. The portolan chart, in turn, may have been a successor to an
earlier, purely discursive rather than iconographic form, the portolano.5l Portolanos
are verbal descriptions of the prominent features of a coastline, meant to facilitate
navigation that tended to move from one point to another generally without losing
sight of the coast. The introduction of the compass led to the transformation of these
portolanosinto charts. The linear succession of toponymy in the portolanosseems to
have left its mark on the portolan chart, which typically featured a closely packed
series of place-names along the coastline, set at right angles to the outline of the
coast itself. It also featured a web of "rhumb lines" that emanated out of compass
roses (fig. 9). These devices were used in conjunction with the compass to set a
course across open water. The portolan chart thus represents a significant moment
in the development of a bidimensional, cartographic imagination, out of a strictly
unidimensional one. As Europeans began to venture beyond the Mediterranean
world, into the open ocean or along unfamiliar coastlines, they gradually abandoned the sort of sailing that these charts supported, based on compass bearings
and dead-reckoning, in favor of astronomical navigation. The charts then acquired
scales of latitude, and eventually even full-blown grids.
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FIGURE

9. Mediterranean and western Europe. Mateo Prunes (Majorca, 1559).
This sixteenth-century chart is a worthy successor to the tradition
of portolan chart-making that flourished in late medieval Catalonia.
Notice its compass roses, rhumb lines, and dense rows of place-names
set at right angles to the outline of the coast. The ornate decoration
is typical of Catalan charts. Courtesy of the Geography and Map
Division, Library of Congress.

For Janni, these technological changes required a cognitive leap on the part
of the navigator that sealed the shift from a unidimensional to a two-dimensional
spatiality that had begun with the portolan chart:
Navigazioned'alturasignificaun nuovosensodella bidimensionalitadella superficieterrestre: essa sta alla carta come la navigazionecostierasta al periplo.Per navigarelungo costa
bastava 1'elencodei porti, delle distanze, con qualche indicazione di direzione qua e la,
come un di piu; ora, por attraversarei mari e per arrivarenon troppo lontano dal punto
giusto,occorreuna rotta,un azimuth,cose che si collocano non piu lungo una linea,ma su
una superficie.52
Frank Lestringant concurs. He reminds us that the ocean is "an abstract place ...
without shape or points of reference."53More than any other part of the earth's
surface, it seems to resemble the trackless expanses of an empty cartographic grid,
and thus lends itself well to geometric rationalization. There, in the ocean, "devoid
of relief or definite colour and without any boundaries or routes ... cosmographical
theory and the concrete experience of the navigator coincided."54 Lestringant cites
Pedro de Medina, who wrote of the sea in precisely these terms. He calls it "una
cosa tan larga y espaciosa como es la mar donde ni hay camino ni serial de el."55
In Medina's espacioso,Euclidean geometry comes down to Earth, so to speak, to
coincide with its material cousin, the ocean. There, on a surface at once Euclidean
and physical, the navigator could effect the leap from a unidimensional conceptualization of space to a two-dimensional one that was much more difficult for his landlubber counterparts.
Sadly, however, this happy tale of reconciliation between the abstract and the
concrete on the high seas runs into the shoals of various historical particularities.
Although Medina may wonder at the spaciousness of the sea, he does so only to
praise the art of navigation, which makes it possible to domesticate this spaciousness, to find routes where there are apparently none. Here is his remark again,
placed back into its context:
Quien basta a decir una sutileza tan grande que un hombre con un compas y unas rayas
sefialadasen una carta sepa rodearel Mundo, y sepa de dia y de noche a d6nde se ha de
allegar,y de d6nde se ha de apartary cuanto ha de andar a una parta o otra y que acierte
a caminarpor una cosa tan largay espaciosacomo es la mar,donde ni hay camino ni sefial
de el, por ciertocosa es muy sutily dificultosa;y asi consideradapor Salom6n, dice que una
de las cosasmas dificilesde hallares el camino de la navepor la mar,porqueni siguecamino
ni deja seial.56
The reference to Solomon-the Book of Wisdom-leaves little doubt that the spaciousness and tracklessness of the sea is an object of dread. In the biblical text to
which he alludes, the traceless passing of a ship at sea becomes a figure for the
oblivion to which human vanity is destined.57 Navigation, remarkably, conquers
this powerful figure of oblivion by finding in it the routes that it does not seem to
have. Those routes are in fact there, in the form of prevailing currents and winds
that favor the passage of sailing vessels one way rather than another. It was Medina's
50
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FIGURE

10. The Indies, the North Atlantic, and western Europe from Pedro de
Medina's Arte de navegar(Seville, 1554). Images of sailing ships mark
the commercial routes that tie the New World to Spain. Courtesy of
the Rare Books Division, Library of Congress.

job, as a cosmographer associated with the Casa de la Contrataci6n, to maintain
of the maritime routes most important
not only the padrongeneral,but also derroteros
to Spanish commerce.58 In short, it was his job to provide scientific and technical
support to the massive task of taming the sea, of rendering it usable by finding routes
through its spacious expanses. Medina's chart of the Atlantic world, included in his
Artede navegargives iconographic form to this task (fig. 10). While its grid inscribes
the spaciousness of the seas, the images of ships sailing the Atlantic along established
routes of navigation mark its domestication. They mark a Hispanic marenostrumby
indicating how the seas have been converted into the sort of space (a repeatable
route of travel) that one can use.59
The plane chart, like the navigation manuals that supported its use, also reveals
thisJanus-like attention to space as both plane and line. I will not deny that it, like
its portolan predecessor, points in many ways towards emerging developments, but
I will also insist that, like any transitional product, it drags the past along with it as
well. Specifically, it holds on to its roots in the unidimensional spatiality of the portolano. As we have seen, both portolan charts and plane charts were originally intended for navigation. But not only was their use intimately connected with finding
one's way, so was their construction. In the absence of any method for measuring
Mapping Plus Ultra: Cartography,Space, and Hispanic Modernity
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longitude at sea, newly discovered lands could only be plotted onto the chart by
correlating their latitude with their distance and direction from a known location.
Indeed, even the position of the ship itself, when a known coastline was not in sight,
could only be determined using this method. The use of both portolan and plane
charts was thus intimately connected with itineraries of travel, and depended on
the skills of pilots with deep experience in the art of dead reckoning, the art of
estimating speed and distance. This is the cartographic technology that voyages of
exploration took with them, and that they used to chart the newly discovered coasts
of the Indies.
Even those charts that were never destined to be taken aboard ships remain
rooted in the space of the voyage. All of the extant planispheres believed to have
been derived from the master map of the world maintained by the Casa de la Contrataci6n, such as the 1529 chart of Diego Ribeiro and the 1526 chart of Juan
Vespucci, exhibit networks of rhumb lines and compass roses, as well as rows of
coastal toponymy (fig. 11). Whether or not they have their roots in the discursive
portolanosof old, their dense rows of coastal toponymy invite the reader to trace
itineraries across the surface of the chart. They thereby allow the spatiality of the
voyage, as a unidimensional movement along a line of names, to subsist within the
two-dimensional space encoded by the rhumb lines, or by the grid of the plane
chart. The rhumb lines themselves, furthermore, extend a similar invitation. As a
whole, they inscribe the two-dimensional space described above, but individually
they invite the reader to relate to that space by tracing a voyage, real or imaginary,
along one of the lines. The nautical chart, in both its late medieval and early modern forms, thus hangs suspended between the two spatial senses of espacio. Depending upon the point of view taken by the chart's reader or user, the chart can
be understood either as a graphic figure of an emergent sense of espacioas planar
extension, or as a network of itineraries that reinforces the older, still dominant,
sense of espacioas linear extension. At once, then, the chart figures the spaciousness
of the sea as well as its reduction to a network of itineraries. Those itineraries, furthermore, invite the reader to activate their static arrangements of potential stopping places into narratives of travel.

Conclusion
With mention of these planispheres, we arrive at precisely those maps
that Mignolo rejects in his analysis of the spatiality informing the European side
of the Encounter. We arrive, in effect, at the prehistory of the geometric rationalization of space that was to be fully pursued, albeit unsuccessfully, by Philip II and
others in the late sixteenth century and afterwards. In that prehistory we find a
spatial and cartographic hybrid, the nautical chart. In geographical mapping, the
opposition between unidimensional and two-dimensional space is a matter of the
52
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11. Detail from planisphere. Diego Ribeiro (Seville, 1529).
From a facsimile by W. Griggs, 1886. Original in the
Museum of the "Propaganda" in Rome. A dotted line
bisecting the image vertically provides the chart with its
scale of latitude. Faint grid lines are also visible. Courtesy
of the Geography and Map Division, Library of Congress.

,

relationship between two different cartographic forms-professional gridded maps
and amateur itineraries-that can be located, more or less, in different social
spaces. Its history suggests that, despite the continued presence of the itinerary on
the cultural stage, the map must eventually triumph over it, consigning it to the
diminished status of derivative, secondary, "merely" way-finding cartographic
products. The maritime chart, by contrast, suggests a different approach. As a
highly rationalized cartographic product that retains its connection with wayfinding, as a map that figures space in and through the itineraries that serve to
experience and construct it, the chart seems to internalize that opposition between
plane and line, and to place the two into a creative tension. In it, our two senses of
space coexist on a single cartographic surface, a single chart, that comes to be produced and used by both highly literate mapmakers and the most illiterate mariners.
As the hybrid product of a transitional historical moment, the nautical chart reminds us that the social groups and spatialities that we have traced so far were not
always so neatly compartmentalized. It also suggests that the history of spatiality
in this period must be understood in terms of the give-and-take between two tendencies, a give-and-take that can manifest itself even within the confines of a single
text. The history of spatiality, and of its contributions to the origins of those empires
that would only later be rationalized on the surfaces of gridded maps, is a story that
has yet to be told.
That spatiality, it should be stressed, was not unique to Spanish culture. Most
of the crucial cartographic innovations I have mentioned-the use of a scale of
latitude on a maritime chart, for example-were borrowed from the Portuguese.
These innovations were also adopted by other burgeoning maritime powers eager
to rival the early achievements of the Iberians. Charts with rhumb lines, for example, were used in France, in England, and elsewhere throughout the sixteenth century. A quick glance at the OxfordEnglishDictionary,furthermore, suggests that the
use of these charts may have been accompanied by an understanding of space similar to the one I have outlined: spacein early modern English mirrors the meanings
of espacioin the Spanish of the time. The Hispanic context, however, offers unique
opportunities for studying alternative cartographic and spatial imaginations in the
relatively large body of maps made by cartographic "amateurs," so to speak, drawn
in response to the demands of imperial governance and preserved today in archives
in Europe and the Americas. We have seen a few of these maps earlier. That context,
moreover, becomes increasingly distinct from the rest of Europe as the sixteenth
century yields to the seventeenth. As we have seen, Spanish cartography seems to
have been left behind by the history of the map in northern Europe, where maps
were more likely to reach print, and to be built upon the latest cartographic projections. In this way, a spatiality that was once common to all of western Europe gradually becomes uniquely Spanish, or uniquely Iberian or Mediterranean, as the map,
abstract space, and modernity itself take root in northern Europe, leaving the south
behind. It would not be until the eighteenth century, when a fully modern spatiality
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held sway in the north, and a French dynasty had come to power in Madrid, that
Spain would make a concerted effort to modernize its maps and its cartographic
institutions.
The story of this spatiality may have few consequences for our understanding
of the ways that non-Europeans suffered through the expansion of the west into the
nonwest. Colonization, deterritorialization, destructuration, transculturation-all
of these things probably look the same to the colonized other, regardless of whether
or not the colonizer has learned to think about space in terms of abstract spaces
rather than linear distances. That is, of course, unless the order of abstraction empowers the colonizer in ways that enhance the effectiveness of colonial rule. The
history of the map in the centuries following 1580 certainly suggests that it does.
Those centuries witnessed the continued refinement of European mapping techniques and the ongoing development of state-sponsored cartographic institutions
along with the growth of both the nation-state and the transnational empire. They
also witnessed the ever-increasing dissemination of printed, scale maps throughout
the world of the European powers. With the increasing availability and authority
of the map, as we have come to know it, the territorial imaginations of colonial
others increasingly began to experience the ideological colonization of the order of
abstraction, and eventually fell out of public discourse almost entirely.
But this very hegemony of the map in our own times-its inextricable association with a highly naturalized notion of "space" as isotropic extension and its
equally close affiliation with the spaces of the nation and the empire-makes it all
the more urgent to rediscover the spatialities of the past. If nothing else, we find
that the modernity from which we are just emerging, or at least one aspect of that
modernity, was not produced by the abstract imagination of the mapmaker, the
surveyor, the planner, the architect, and the like. Their representations of space, at
their origins, begin to look like urgent attempts to apprehend and manage a wide
world that had been brought into being by a very different culture of time and
space. In so many ways the early maritime empires of Spain and Portugal were
products of their medieval past. The rhetoric of crusading Reconquest, of chivalry,
of universal Christian empire-all medieval inheritances-informed many of the
ways Iberians imagined those empires. So too did a spatial imagination that clung
to the itineraries of late medieval travel, turning to geometry as a way of compensating for the shortcomings of using an itinerant spatiality to apprehend unprecedented distances, unaware that the abstractions it thus invoked were the harbingers
of the new.
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